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Watson brings fresh perspective to 44th Trivia contest
Carolyn Schultz

ter. She is only the second woman
ever to fill this role on her own, following Melinda Young in 1977.
On being the second woman to
head the contest, Watson said, “I was
nervous going in because I felt like

Staff Writer

in previous years.”
Watson has been an enthusiastic
trivia participant since she played
trivia her freshman year and became
addicted. She participated in the
contest the past two years as a trivia

Trivia enthusiasts across campus and across the Midwest came
together last weekend to compete
in Lawrence’s 44th
annual Great Midwest
Trivia Contest. The contest began at 10:00:37
Friday night, Jan. 23.
President Jill Beck
asked the first question: “In the ‘Citadel of
Opportunity’ section
of ‘An Invitation to the
International Olympic
Committee to Celebrate
the XIX Olympiad at
Detroit,
Michigan,
U.S.A.’ there is a photograph of a girl wearing
a sign around her neck.
This sign bears the
name of what notable
figure?”
This question was
the “Super Garrauda,”
the last and most difficult question of the
previous trivia contest.
Asking the last question of the previous
year as the first question of the next year is Students enjoy participating in Trivia XLIV, both answering questions and working the event by answering phones.
one of many long-standing trivia traditions. Nontraditionally people were maybe skeptical about master.
“I ran the contest with my own
this year, Erin Campbell Watson my ability to be in charge and adhere
played the part of trivia grand mas- to the same kind of style they’ve had personality kept intact,” said Watson.

“I think people got a kick out of it.
The contest had a different personality than it’s had in recent years, [and]
people ended up enjoying that.”
Last year’s grand master, James
Eric Prichard, appointed Watson.

trivia contest Sunday evening — in
all reality, Monday morning because
the contest tends to run overtime.
The contest dragged out until 1 a.m.,
with the ceremonies finishing just
before 2 a.m.
Watson
named
Drew Baumgartner
as next year’s grand
master. “At an objective level, he had the
most
experience,”
said Watson, who
has worked with
Baumgartner as trivia master since her
sophomore year. “His
enthusiasm for trivia
is unparalleled. He
deserved it.”
This year’s contest played host to a
huge on-campus rivalry between the Yuai
team — an eclectic
social group — and
the Brokman-O-Hiett
team, an impressive
conglomeration
of
four residence halls.
The Yuai team came
into the contest with
seven consecutive vicPhotos by Susanna Valleau (left) and Isake Smith (right) tories since 2002. This
year’s Yuai victory was
no surprise to many.
Following tradition, the current
Grand Master announced her choice
for next year’s GM at the end of the
See Trivia on page 2

Lawrence continues re-accreditation process New LUCC executives elected
Staff Writer
Lawrence University will be
evaluated for re-accreditation by a
four-person team representing the
Higher Learning Commission of
the North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools Feb. 23-25. The
Higher Learning Commission, one
of five major regional accreditation
agencies in the United States, has
accredited Lawrence since 1913.
According to the U.S. Department
of Education, the goal of accreditation is to ensure that institutions
of higher learning meet acceptable
levels of quality. Today, accredita-

tion impacts the ability of colleges
and universities to share or transfer
academic credit, as well as the availability of federal funds for student
financial aid or research.
The accreditation process happens once every 10 years. For
Lawrence, the process began a yearand-a-half ago, in the spring of 2007.
The first step in accreditation is
writing a comprehensive review of
a college or university’s programs.
This review, called a self-study, is an
enormous undertaking.
The self-study must demonstrate
how Lawrence meets a total of 21 criteria set by the commission. The selfstudy gathers examples of things
done on campus such as budget

In Other News...

Weekend
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MASSACHUSETTS — The American
writer John Updike passed away
Jan. 27 at the age of 76. Updike,
who was famous for the novel “The
Witches of Eastwick,” was also a
PEN/Faulkner and Pulitzer Prize
winner.
— nytimes.com

Saturday

WASHINGTON — President
Obama’s stimulus package was
passed by the House Wednesday in
a 244-188 vote. The stimulus package, which consists of federal tax
cuts and spending worth $819 billion, is intended to jump-start the
economy out of its current crisis.
— nytimes.com

management, curriculum planning
and student academic support.
“We also are expected to identify
areas for institutional advancement,
areas where we think we need to
or should improve relative to the
accreditation criteria,” said Associate
Dean of Faculty Nancy Wall.
To accomplish this task, Wall
began by heading a committee consisting of faculty and staff members
Bill Skinner, Lori Glynn, Amy Uecke,
Bill Hixon, Michael Kim and Ruth
Lanouette. This committee formed to
gather an outline of evidence for the
college’s accreditation. The

See Re-accreditation on page 2
UNITED NATIONS — The new U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations,
Susan E. Rice, told top U.N. ambassadors on Monday that the Obama
administration would collaborate
more intensively with its international partners. Rice’s statement
suggests a significantly different
stance from that of many recent
predecessors.
— washingtonpost.com

Day: Partly Sunny
Night: Partly Cloudy
Hi: 30˚F Lo: 22˚F

Michael Schreiber
Copy Chief
The results of the Lawrence
University Community Council
Executive Elections were confirmed
by LUCC Jan. 26. Kaleesha Rajamantri
was elected president with 246 votes,
or 50.93 percent of the 483 ballots
cast for the Office of President. The
voter turnout represents an 80-percent increase from the previous year.
Elizabeth Crean, who ran unopposed
for the Office of Vice President, was
elected with 408 votes. Rajamantri
and Crean begin their terms in office
March 2.
Outgoing LUCC President James
Duncan-Welke had some wisdom to
share with the new executives, having learned much from his time in
office. Duncan-Welke also expressed
his concern that a few works-inprogress of the current administration be completed under the new
leadership.
One particularly important project is the constitutional reform package that LUCC has been working on
for some time, Duncan-Welke said.
The ambitious reform package reorganizes and modernizes the LUCC
cabinet, converting the secretarial

Sunday

Emily Koenig

position responsible for correspondence to one that handles public
affairs.
Duncan-Welke said the reform is
necessary because “public affairs is
our Achilles’ heel. ... It’s not that we
don’t do what we need to do, but no
one knows we’re doing it.”
Another priority Duncan-Welke
would like to see maintained is getting Lawrence staff represented on
LUCC. Duncan-Welke pointed out
that LUCC is a campus government,
not a student government, and that
Lawrence “treats staff like secondclass citizens” by not giving staff
members representation. According
to Duncan-Welke, staff members who
are a part of the Residence Life staff
or Physical Plant are more likely than
faculty to be affected by student-life
issues.
Duncan-Welke’s advice largely
consisted of urging the new LUCC
executives to know their limits.
Duncan-Welke said that, under him,
LUCC “addressed most problems,
but hasn’t been able to fix [all of]
them.”
He added that LUCC will “make
many mistakes and miss

See Executives on page 2

Day: Partly Sunny
Night: Partly Cloudy
Hi: 32˚F Lo: 10˚F
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CORRECTION
In Carolyn Schultz’s article on
Obama’s inauguration in the
Jan. 23 issue, the song quoted
as part of the Rev. Joseph
Lowery’s benediction speech
was incorrectly cited as being
from James Weldon Johnson’s
“Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing.”
Lowery quoted Johnson’s
song earlier in his benediction. In fact, Lowery borrowed
portions of Big Bill Broonzy’s
“Get Back (Black, Brown and
White)” for the portions of
his benediction quoted in
Schultz’s article.

Executives

In accordance with section one, part three, point 13 of the student handbook, “At the end
of each term the Honor Council will publish summaries of the cases of the preceding term.
The summaries will in no way identify any individuals involved in the case.”
Honor Council Update from Fall Term 2008
Date

Hearing or Sanctioning
Alleged Violation
Decision/Sanction
Circumstances
Conference*
11/17/08 Hearing
Plagiarism on two papers Zero on the assignments, F in 1. Student took papers on
Course, suspension for the rest two separate occasions
of first term.
from another student’s
computer
11/17/08 Hearing

Plagiarism on two papers Zero on the assignments, F in 1. Student took papers on
Course, suspension for the rest two separate occasions
of first term.
from another student’s
computer

1/13/09# Sanctioning Conference Plagiarism on a paper

continued from page 1
opportunities, but these small
gaffes don’t make an executive a
failure.”
Duncan-Welke concluded that
he has “reason to be proud of
what has been accomplished” and
that the incoming administration
is “capable and well-suited” to continue making good progress with
LUCC.
Rajamantri, who said she was
happily surprised by her win,
largely agrees with Duncan-Welke’s
assessment of what LUCC should
do in the future, but she also has
some priorities of her own.
Rajamantri said that updating
the constitution is still a “main
priority,” as is granting staff representation on LUCC. She noted
that residence life staff and other
staff members have enough contact with students to “warrant staff
suffrage.”
An
economics
major,
Rajamantri is “very aware of how
bad the economy is.” She would
like to see Lawrence “go green as
a method of cutting costs,” citing
the fall-term date change as an
example.
Should her LUCC presidency be
ideally successful, Rajamantri said
she will have “completely overcome Lawrence apathy, fostering a
sense of school spirit.”
“We are a community of people
who know each other,” Rajamantri
added. “We should be able to do
better.”
To facilitate student participation in campus activities and
reduce apathy, Rajamantri realistically plans to increase the transparency of LUCC decisions, having
open forums before committing to
big decisions.
Rajamantri is eager to add new
faces to LUCC as she embarks on
her presidency.
She urges students to contact
her at any time by e-mail (kaleesha.a.rajamantri@lawrence.edu) or
phone if they would like to become
more involved or join a committee.
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1/13/09# Sanctioning Conference Plagiarism on a paper

1/19/09# Hearing

Zero on the assignment, one let- Several sentences in the
ter grade reduction in Course. paper have been taken
from an uncited source.
Zero on the assignment, one let- Several sentences in the
ter grade reduction in Course. paper have been taken
from an uncited source.

Zero on assignment,
Student plagiarized over
F in Course; Separation from 80 percent of his paper
University.
from an uncited internet
source. This was the student’s third violation.
*A student may opt for a Sanctioning Conference, whereby they must admit to the violation, and a sanction decision is agreed
upon by just two members of the council rather than a full hearing of the case.
# These violations occurred at the very end of term one, so they were dealt with after winter break.

Re-accreditation
continued from page 1
committee was expanded to 15
members during the summer of
2008 for the purpose of writing
first drafts of the self-study based
on the outline.
Next, the president’s cabinet,
faculty and staff reviewed the
self-study, and a final draft was
submitted to the Higher Learning
Commission at the end of 2008. The

Plagiarism on a paper

commission put together a team of
people trained to review and evaluate institutions.
Although a firm schedule has
not yet been established, during
their visit, the team will meet with
the president, the president’s cabinet, and the trustees. They have
also requested open meetings with
the students, faculty and staff and
a lunch with student leaders.
“The point of this process is to
take a moment to focus on what
we do well and what things we

need to improve upon, so student
input will be valuable to the review
team,” said Dean of Students Nancy
Truesdell, encouraging student participation in the open meeting.
After the team has completed
its review, they will submit a report
with recommendations for the institution’s accreditation status to the
Higher Learning Commission. The
report on Lawrence will be finalized and submitted around late May
2009. Faculty and staff fully expect
Lawrence to receive accreditation.

“Institutional
accreditation
began over 100 years ago as a form
of voluntary peer review to help
ensure you’re maintaining a good
quality program,” said Wall. “As
higher education has evolved, so
has the process, but at its heart,
it’s really a way for an institution to
self-evaluate and then have a peerreview team look at that self-evaluation and make sure you’re able to
monitor your own quality.

Trivia

ning of the hour, they found only
three questions previously written.
They wrote six questions off the top
of their heads while on the air.
The action questions were
amusing this year, including the
“Party Hour” challenge to crash
the Delta Tau Delta Jersey Party
dressed as New Jersey stereotypes.
Watson’s favorite was an action
question she’s wanted to do for
a while: Create a montage like in
the film “Rocky.” The Greek Team
won this by dressing up as Soviet
wrestlers, running up and down
the amphitheater steps, and ending
with a raw-meat boxing contest.
The popularity of the 44th
contest seems to ensure continued
excitement for the 45th. For those
not trivia savvy, the answer to this
year's first question was Josephine
Baker.

continued from page 1

Photo by Isake Smith

The dreaded bell that when rung signalled "time" for each trivia question during the competition.

“Going into the contest, we felt
confident in our ability to once
again come away with first place oncampus due to our strength of will
[and] love of trivia,” said Michael
Solomon, czar of the Yuai community.
“Overall, we feel the reason our
group is able to dominate trivia is
that the contest is an exercise of
collective action within an atmosphere of madness,” said Solomon,
“something in which Yuai’s excel.”
The contest was broken up into
themed hours, during which eight
to nine questions were asked. The
video game hour, “Pwnin’ some
N00bs,” was a stressful one for
Trivia Masters Alex Finn McCartney
and Chelsea Seremeta. At the begin-

H EY CLASS of 2009!
Deadline approaching soon!

Have you submitted your portrait to the 2009 Ariel yet?

Photos due to ariel.yearbook@gmail.com by Sunday, Feb. 22, at 11:59 p.m.
Don't be the only person not pictured!

DON'T FORGET
TO MAKE YOUR
DONATION TO
THE SENIOR GIFT
COMMITTEE!
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Economic strain spurs changes throughout campus
Caitie Williamson
Staff Writer
In light of the current economic
crisis, Lawrence has been evaluating
its spending and moving to cut costs
in multiple ways, from limiting the
coffeehouse hours and implementing double-sided printing, to eliminating the men’s wrestling team.
Just like any other business in the
economic crisis, Lawrence has had to
manage its endowment and debt and
make financial sacrifices in as many
ways as it can.
“Lawrence faculty, staff and
administration have all been working
together to reduce spending while
at the same time protecting the
academic and artistic mission of
Lawrence University,” said Director
of Financial Services Dawn Rost.
According to Vice President for
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Nancy Truesdell, the primary focus
of the board of trustees’ meeting last
week was the fiscal responsibility of
the college.
The board met with a panel of
students, who had collected various
ideas on how the university can save
money, such as turning off the computers in computer labs at night and
putting drying racks in residence
halls.
LUCC Student Welfare Committee,
chaired by senior Stephen Flynn,
discusses items that directly affect
students. The committee is made up
of students, as well as staff leaders
from various departments across
campus.
“The recent economic crisis has
given my committee an important
role in channeling student ideas
directly to the leaders in various
departments who can listen to, and
hopefully implement, those ideas,”
Flynn said.
“Student input is essential to
making sure that everything the college does is in the students’ best
interest,” Flynn continued. “We have
different perspectives from those of
staff, faculty and trustees, and making sure that our voices are heard
can only help our cause.”
Student ideas were collected
from easels placed in Downer and
at the Library, where students could
easily write down their suggestions.
“Some of the ideas were a bit
tongue-in-cheek, for example, one
person said Downer should get
‘sporks’ so that [there would be]
fewer utensils to wash,” Flynn said.
“Other students were more brash,
saying that we should stop spending
money on ‘pointless’ things like campus beautification and instead focus
on making all the buildings energy
efficient. One very unique idea was
to create a campus-wide investment
portfolio that does profit sharing
with the university.”
The two sources of money that
most directly affect Lawrence’s
fiscal budget are students’ household incomes and resulting necessary financial aid and fundraising.
Truesdell said the financial crisis
could impact the number of students who will continue to apply to
Lawrence, and that it could cause
changes in the current students who
are able to attend.
“We would much rather retain
students and see what we can do to
help them finish [school],” Truesdell
said, speaking of Lawrence’s current
priorities.
One major change that will be
taking place next year, announced
this week by President Jill Beck, was
the scheduling change for next fall
term. In order to save money, winter

Photo by Christie McCowen

A view of the Lawrence Campus from the southeast side of the Fox River.

break will be six weeks long, lasting
from Thanksgiving to the beginning
of January. In order to even out the
term, classes will begin immediately
after Labor Day in the fall.
“The biggest and most influential
idea at the board of trustees meeting
was to start fall term two weeks earlier,” Flynn said. “This will be a huge
cost-saver for Lawrence.”
According to Truesdell, all of
the departments’ budgets are being
examined to find ways to save
money. For example, traveling for
professional conferences may be
limited, and office supplies will be
decreased.
Although these changes are an
inconvenience for some, many of the
changes go hand-in-hand with Green
initiatives, such as the double-sided
printing and drying racks that will
be placed in residence hall laundry
rooms.

All of the departments and programs across campus are trying to
reduce spending without affecting
quality. Dining Services is also evaluating its spending.
“It’s a tough time for food service
operators right now,” said Director
of Dining Services Patrick J. Niles.
“We are trying to do everything
we can to maintain or reduce costs
while still providing the service and
quality that we have in the past. That
means not hiring some positions
and shuffling current staff around
to work in positions that they otherwise wouldn’t,” Niles said.
Even the smallest considerations
are being made when it comes to
saving money — when the board
of trustees met last week, they ate
at Downer, rather than having their
food catered.
Lawrence is not the only college
to have such a strong reaction to the

financial crisis. Beloit College has
introduced a new admissions policy
that will result in admitting fewer
students who need large financial
aid packages.
In addition, Beloit has had to
lay off nearly a 10th of its staff,
according to an article that ran in
Times Magazine last month. Even
schools such as Cornell and Brown
have stopped hiring, while Stanford
is reducing top administrators’ salaries.
Private schools are estimated to
have a drop in admissions, while
public universities and community
colleges are expected to see a rise.
Rost said, during these challenging times, Lawrence is committed to
continuing to protect both the academic and artistic missions. While
difficult decisions have to be made,
Lawrence is balancing short-term
decisions and their impacts with the

long-term goals of the University.
Aside from all of the large changes taking place at Lawrence, there
are many things students can do
personally that can save money. For
example, students can save energy
and money by taking five-minute
showers and turning off lights at
night.
“It’s not just that students are
saving energy and money right here
on campus, but that they learn habits that will benefit them in the real
world, and enable them to teach others what they have learned,” Flynn
said. “Change can and does happen when students get involved and
make sure their voices are heard.”
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Teacher and artist Kate Ostler
Kate Ostler
Class of ‘07

A few weeks ago while strolling
through Chicago, a visiting friend
and recent college grad asked me,
“So are you, like, financially solvent
and everything?” I went through a
checklist in my head: Do I pay my
own rent? Can I afford to buy groceries? Do I have health insurance?
Until then, I hadn’t noticed that all of
these things (and a few more) add up
to independence of some sort, but
it’s not just this that makes me feel
good about my life after Lawrence.
The point at which I realized
that I was indeed supporting myself
financially was not an occasion for
me to finally breathe a sigh of relief.
I certainly don’t mean to sound like
I have everything I’ve ever wanted or
that I can afford frivolous luxuries
that I never had before. In fact, I can’t.
I budget for life’s necessities, and I
spend extra money only on things
that I love — most recently Thai
food from a restaurant in Edgewater,
a book by Annie Leibovitz, ceramics
supplies and travel expenses for a
spring break trip.

Photo courtesy of Kate Ostler
In addition to teaching, Kate recently started her own
craft business.

I feel lucky that only a few
months after my student teaching, I
had my choice of job offers teaching
art in and around Chicago. I decided
to take a job teaching full time in
a public school on the city’s north
side. I teach art to middle- and highschoolers, and I love it. I’ve had many
people tell me that the first year of
teaching is the most difficult, but so
far it’s been a smooth, successful
first semester. Coincidentally, on my
first day of staff training last August,
the school’s dean of students introduced himself as a Lawrence grad,
without even knowing that he was
speaking to one. He’s proven to be
a fast friend, and is always around
to laugh at stories of my past life in
Plantz Hall. Occasionally we relive
the VR, but in an Irish pub on Jarvis
Avenue instead of the basement of
the union.

Aside from teaching, I’ve also
started my own business. Seriously.
During my spare time and ample
teacher vacations, I’m hoping to
develop my artwork and designs into
commercial products. I’ll be honest
about this: I don’t really know what
I’m doing. My parents urged me to
think about starting my own craftbased company, and before I knew it,
I was naming my studio and becoming officially “incorporated.” At this
point, I’m doing a lot of research
and browsing for classy business
card designs. I don’t anticipate that
my work will be lucrative in the
foreseeable future, but I don’t really
mind. I’m optimistic and interested
in learning from other young, female
artists who’ve done this successfully.
The prospect of a long-term, creative
project has motivated me, similar to
how I felt leading up to my senior
exhibition at Lawrence.
Thinking back to the all of the
work I was doing for the senior show
two years ago, I realize now that it
was not only the culmination of my
major but also the point when I knew
I was ready to finish things up at
Lawrence and move on to something
different. In the time since then
there have been moments when I’ve
wished for a few things at Lawrence
that made campus feel like home
and that I still wouldn’t mind having today.
A few of them, in no particular
order, are: long dinners in Downer
B, reading on the periodicals level
at the library, a parking space,
interlibrary-loan, “campus celebrities” Peter Gilette, Jesse Weinberg,
Julie and Johnny, et. al., the view of
the sky from the ceramics studio
and chicken-tender pitas.
Finally, I’m not sure that anyone took my advice when I had a
Lawrentian column a few years ago,
but I’ll give it another shot. This
time, instead of vague references
to people I smooched over reading period, I’ll offer up some general tips that I wish I’d heard back
before I had a bachelor’s degree.
First: Go to all the convocations, attend lectures, read The
Lawrentian, drop in on professors’
office hours — basically, make use of
smart people, and you might become
one yourself.
Second: Don’t ever buy a bed
from IKEA.
Third: Don’t let Facebook be
the only way you keep in touch
with people from Lawrence. Send
Valentines and Hanukkah cards, or
postcards from wherever you travel.
The friends who will mean the most
to you later on will be the ones who
can recognize your handwriting on
an envelope.
And fourth: Find a way to leave
your mark on Lawrence, even if it’s
something small. Right above the
peephole, on the door of every dorm
room I lived in, I inked a homemade
rubber stamp. Ask the people in 330
Plantz, 203 Draheim, 203 Plantz or
407 Brokaw what it is.

Sue Spang

Tim Horton’s occurred in November.
Tim’s, as it is affectionately known,
is a national chain with more prominence than Starbucks in the United
There are a couple of things
States; I can think of at least five Tim
that Canada does not do as well as
Horton’s locations within a mile of
the United States. Cell phone and
where I’m sitting right now.
internet coverage and keeping the
Tim Horton’s is responsible
government intact jump to mind;
for around 80 percent of Canada’s
additionally, let me assure you that
retail coffee consumption, and,
“Project Runway: Canada” is a travas would follow, somewhere
esty. Still, despite its inability to
around 365 million empty cups
recreate a fashion-mentoring team
end up in landfills every year.
as compelling as Tim Gunn and
Citing the establishment as
Heidi Klum, Canada does have the
a significant source of trash proupper hand in a lot of arenas; one
duction, the city required that
of the most strikingly apparent
Tim Horton’s either produce a
programs in Ontario is a devototally recyclable cup — made
tion to recycling and reduction of
of entirely paper, or entirely biowaste.
degradable Styrofoam — or stop
A visitor to Toronto might be
distributing cups all together.
struck immediately by the general
So far, Tim Horton’s has agreed
lack of what we have come to think
to comply, setting up recycling
of as trash cans; instead of tradireceptacles for cups and worktional cylinders filled with heaping
ing on formulating cups that
waste, someone wishing to toss out
can be thrown, lid and all, into
a newspaper or coffee cup is greeta blue bin.
ed by gigantic silver boxes with four
These examples follow
labeled depositories: Styrofoam,
the trends toward recycling in
Mixed Paper, Bottles and Cans and
Toronto, Ontario. Recycling is a
Garbage. Furthermore, each secprovincial effort, meaning that
tion is labeled with the materials
across Canada, there are differable to be recycled. Essentially, by
Photo courtesy of Sue Spang ent rules and varying success
shrinking the size of trash receptacles and accompanying them These standard four-slot waste receptacles can be found rates — for example, the provthroughout Toronto.
ince of Manitoba is notoriously
with recycling receptacles, the city
has made it as easy to recycle as it is dant, much care is taken to encour- bad. Canada as a country has a lot
age recycling among students, facul- of environmental issues to consider,
to throw materials away.
The City of Toronto has recently ty and staff. Blue bins and green bins among them vast natural resources
revitalized and expanded its residen- are much more prominent than trash that must be preserved. The survival
tial recycling program in an effort to receptacles. In my residence, where of polar bears and other Northern
both streamline the recycling pro- waste disposal is split between four wildlife is currently in the national
cess and encourage more participa- bins, a sign on the container labeled spotlight.
As residents of the United States,
tion among residents of the city. In “Trash” admonishes, “PUT IN: Almost
2007, the City Council approved a nothing. Almost everything can be it makes a lot of sense for us to pay
plan called Target70, the main goal recycled.” Even hotel rooms are out- a little more attention to Canada’s
of which is to divert 70 percent of fitted with standard-sized recycle systems of preserving and recycling
resources, particularly upon learnwaste in the city to recycling centers bins and tiny trash cans.
Late in 2008, Toronto’s contin- ing that Toronto sends the majority
instead.
Along with this plan has come ued interest in reducing waste was of its trash — around 441,000 tons
significant action, such as imple- further demonstrated in a high-pro- in 2007 — to landfills in Michigan.
menting a standard system of gar- file confrontation with a leading Seriously.
bage bin, blue bin and green bin for Canadian retail establishment: A
every Toronto-area household; the tangle with coffee-and-donut giant

Class of '07

rolling totes, supplied by the City,
encourage people to separate their
waste into trash, recyclables and
compost, respectively. The City simply doesn’t collect the waste materials of those households that choose
not to follow the system.
On the University of Toronto
campus, where waste is surely abun-

Lawrence Cultural Connections
Students, faculty and staff
were in attendance at this
event hosted Tuesday evening by the Office of, and
President’s Committee on,
Multicultural Affairs. Both
President Jill Beck and Acting
Assitant Dean of Students
for Multicultural Affairs
Mohammed Bey shared their
thoughts on fostering community and retaining diversity at Lawrence. The event
was held in the Science Hall
atrium at 5:30 p.m.

U N I O N S TAT I O N
Winter Fleece Hats! Mittens!
Scarves!
Sale!
Headbands!

25% off through 2/6/09

Photos by Isake Smith
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The stories behind the stones
Melody Moberg
Staff Writer

In the late 19th century, mischievous Lawrentians led cows up
Main Hall’s rickety stairwell to our
famous cupola, the structure adorning the front page of this newspaper
and countless LU promotional materials. Mysterious mooing betrayed
the location of the animals, which
had to be rescued by disgruntled
professors. As all childhood readers
of Louis Sachar’s “Wayside School”
series know, it is easy to lead cows
upstairs, but impossible to lead
them down.
This was one of many stories
about Lawrence’s architectural past
shared at the Main Hall forum Jan.
21. The lecture by LU Archivist/
Reference Librarian and Assistant
Professor Julia Stringfellow was
titled “Stories Behind the Stones:
A Look at the History of Past and
Present Buildings of the Lawrence
Campus.”
A mixed crowd of LU librarians,
other faculty, alumni and students
sipped sparkling water and wine a
late Wednesday afternoon, eagerly
leaning forward in the swivel chairs
of MH 201 to hear some history
about our campus.
Stringfellow covered 11 of the
70 buildings and houses composing
our campus since its foundation in
1847. Some are no longer part of the
campus, while others remain daily
fixtures.
These buildings included the
Academy, Main Hall, Ormsby Hall,
the Underwood Observatory, the
first Alexander Gymnasium, Peabody
Hall, Brokaw Hall, the Memorial
Chapel, the Hamar Union, the second Alexander Gymnasium and our
current Memorial Union.
The first building on our campus was not Main Hall, but the

Academy — a structure located at
the site of the current YMCA. It was
completed in October of 1849 and
housed the entire Lawrence campus,
including a chapel and dorm rooms
with stoves. The year of 1849-1850,
the Academy was a coed community of 35 students and five faculty
members. Lawrence began as a prep
school, slowly introducing collegelevel courses.
In 1853, Main Hall was built
to accommodate growth, and the
Academy was used as female housing.
Unfortunately, in 1857, the Lawrence
community was once more reduced
to one building. After a mandatory

After the lecture,
Stringfellow took
questions from
the audience. She
revealed that the two
most haunted places
on the Lawrence
campus are Cloak
Theatre and
Stansbury Theatre.
chapel service in Main Hall, students
discovered the Academy had burned
down, joking that if the service had
lasted one hour instead of two the
building could have been saved.
From 1942 to 1945, Brokaw
Hall was a naval officer training
headquarters, teaching land-bound
Wisconsinites how to swim. Later,
President John F. Kennedy gave a
speech in the Memorial Union, and
our Memorial Chapel was graced by
Frank Lloyd Wright, President Nixon,

Yo-Yo Ma and Louis Armstrong.
One
particularly
amusing
exchange involved the Underwood
Observatory, a structure which no
longer exists on campus. Professor
of Astronomy and Mathematics L.
Wesley Underwood raised $5,000
in two months to build the observatory in 1891. However, he suddenly
resigned his position and left town.
Several months later, the minutes of
a faculty meeting recorded a motion
to have “Underwood” chiseled off of
the building.
“I cannot find evidence for exactly what happened,” Stringfellow said,
“but I imagine it was quite scandalous!”
She was cut off by Professor
Chaney. “I heard he ran off with a
colleague’s wife!” he called out from
the audience. He paused. “I wasn’t
there ... but that’s what I was told!”
After the lecture, Stringfellow
took questions from the audience.
She revealed that the two most
haunted places on the Lawrence campus are Cloak Theatre and Stansbury
Theatre.
Also, in 1898, Professor Hiram A.
Jones died in what is now the Latin
Library, and — yes — Stringfellow
discovered Samuel Plantz’s death
mask in an unmarked box in the
Seeley G. Mudd Library’s archives.
It was fascinating to see how
many stories really do dwell “behind
the stones” of our campus buildings. It was also delightful to experience Stringfellow’s enthusiasm as
she told these stories and shared
her own stories of interviews and
archival research that led to their
uncovering.
Reference librarians Julie Fricke
and Gretchen Revie will present
the next Main Hall Forum, titled “Is
Google Making Us Stupid?” Feb. 4.

Making Martin Luther King Day a “day on”
Sylwia Matlosz
for The Lawrentian

Building cabinets, talking to local
elementary school students about
diversity, making Valentine decorations with the elderly, preparing
a lasagna dinner and cleaning out
storage rooms may not fit in a typical college student’s to-do list.
However, Jan. 19, 2009, over
70 Lawrence students gave back to
the community through such acts
of goodwill, commemorating Martin
Luther King Jr.’s passion for serving
others.
The group of students spent
about three hours of their time at
eight agencies in the Appleton community, volunteering and learning
about the services provided.
Among the sites was COTS, Inc.
men’s shelter, where students organized the storage room, disposing of
expired food. “I was very impressed
and inspired by the student’s willingness to learn about COTS and
their desire to help,” said Executive
Director of COTS Todd Sutton.
Other sites’ supervisors also
observed passion among the
Lawrence students who gave their
time. Much to the delight of the staff
at the Fox Valley Literacy Coalition,
the students who participated in a
workshop on literacy and ESL tutoring expressed great enthusiasm
about teaching an adult how to read
or speak English.
At Edison Elementary School, 26

students led a diversity lesson prepared by sophomore Megan Luedtke,
LARY Buddy coordinator. For the
students at Edison — many of them
coming from disadvantaged backgrounds — the lesson was a chance
not only to learn about diversity,
but also to interact with Lawrence
University students, whom Edison
students will remember as role models and friends.
“Edison may be the neighborhood school ‘where every student
shines,’ but these students cannot
shine so bright without the support
of role models and mentors smiling
at them and encouraging them to
dream,” Luedtke reflected.
Since the lesson, Edison students
have begun to share with her their
dreams, shaped by their interaction
with Lawrentians, to “go to Lawrence
to become ‘people who can change
the world and help others.’”
For many students, the service
opportunities provided were a way
to get involved and give back to
the community. Other sites included
the emergency shelter, the Appleton
Housing Authority, COTS Women’s
Shelter, Harmony Café and Pioneer
Village.
To further promote education
for informed civic engagement, a
volunteer fair, held in Riverview
Lounge, featured representatives
from 16 area agencies.
Afterwards, presentations on
summer volunteer opportunity
grants were held in the Barber Room

by past grant recipients, who discussed their volunteer experiences.
These service activities were coordinated by the staff of Lawrence’s
Volunteer and Community Service
Center, which is made up of seven
students and two professional staff
members.
Located on the second floor
of Raymond House, the VCSC is a
resource for students who are looking to get involved during the school
year and beyond.
For those interested in ongoing
volunteer projects, the VCSC coordinates VITAL, a tutoring program in
which Lawrence students tutor students from Appleton area schools,
and LARY Buddies, a mentoring program which matches Lawrence students with Edison Elementary school
students.
In addition to these opportunities, the VCSC seeks to encourage and promote volunteerism with
community and other campus-based
projects — both short-term and
long-term.
On Martin Luther King Jr.
Day of Service, the Volunteer and
Community Service Center encouraged students to make a day with no
classes “a day on, not a day off.”
To learn more about how you can
make more of your days on by helping others, visit the volunteer center
Web page at http://www.lawrence.
edu/dept/student_dean/volunteer/
or e-mail volunteer@lawrence.edu.
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The secret lives of our profs
German and Film Studies Fellow Guenther-Pal
Nicole Capozziello

archives and lesbian and gay archives.
Combining many longstanding interests, Guenther-Pal completed her
While Alison Guenther-Pal’s path dissertation on the representation of
to Lawrence wasn’t the most direct, homosexuality in different facets of
it was incredibly rewarding. A fellow the media in 1950s West Germany.
While working on her doctorate,
in German and film studies, as well
as an affiliated member of the gen- Guenther-Pal taught at the University
der studies program, she has found of Minnesota as well as at St. John’s
that it happens to be possible to University and the College of St.
study and teach what she loves and Benedict.
After
receivthat she loves doing so
ing her doctorate,
at Lawrence.
Guenther-Pal was
“What drew me
offered a fellowto the two disciplines
ship position here,
[German and film
which she began in
studies] is really early
the fall of 2007. She
family history,” said
is thrilled to teach
Guenther-Pal, whose
at Lawrence, where
mother is German.
she feels the very
Growing up in the
mission of the uniL.A. area in a famversity encompasses
ily involved in the film
and encourages creindustry, Guenther-Pal
couldn’t help but be
Photo by Alex Kohnstamm ativity. “I love being
part of the process of
intrigued by the nature
of illusion, an interest born out of discovery,” said Guenther-Pal.
Since film is a developing
her proximity to the lure of cinema.
“I was really interested in real- interdisciplinary area at Lawrence,
looking worlds that are actually Guenther-Pal has been invigorated
fictional,” she said, displaying the by the fresh interest of students to
infectious passion that permeates all both study film and make films of
of her classes. “I couldn’t help but their own.
In addition to teaching courses
think about illusion.”
Always a professor, Guenther- in German, film studies and gender
Pal added, “Philosopher Slavoj Zizek studies, she is constantly receiving
says that we should not just look at and carrying out tutorial requests
the illusion of reality, but the reality ranging in subject from Disney films
of the illusion. It’s this dynamic that to German monster movies.
When not teaching, Guenther-Pal
I like to explore with students.”
Guenther-Pal ended up on a enjoys spending time with her rat
practical route for undergrad, going terriers, Kermit, named for the pun
on to study biology at UC-Santa Cruz value of saying “Kermit the dog,”
while studying language on the side. and Lilo, named for an obscure Swiss
For seven years after graduation, actress.
Not surprisingly, she also spends
she worked out of Silicon Valley
in the biotechnology field before much of her free time watching
seeking what she calls “intellectual films, her all-time favorites being
Carol Reed’s “The Third Man” and
freedom.”
“I wanted to decide what to “whatever film” she’s currently
study versus someone else telling teaching. Her favorite book is Jeffrey
me what to study,” she stated. With Eugenides’ “Middlesex.”
After her fellowship at Lawrence,
this in mind, Guenther-Pal went on
to get her master’s and doctorate in Guenther-Pal hopes to continue
German and feminist studies from teaching at a liberal arts college,
as she has loved the experience of
the University of Minnesota.
During her time in graduate offering a wide variety of courses to
school, she was also lucky enough students who value a liberal educato spend a year in Berlin, doing tion.
research for her dissertation in film
Staff Writer

From our kitchen to yours:
Chef Chris McGeorge
Chris McGeorge
Chef

There’s a great little Italian
market in town called Bella’s.
You can get some great fixings
for a muffaletta sandwich that
is out of this world. The aged
provolone is especially good.
What to get for three
sandwiches:
1/4 lb mortadella
1/4 lb hot soppresatta
1/4 lb prosciutto
1/4 lb aged provolone
1/4 lb hot molinari
A jar of hot muffaletta mix or
some mild from Bella’s deli
case
A baguette
Optional: some taleggio cheese
or parmesan adds a nice touch

1. Cut the baguette into three
equal pieces. Cut each piece in
half lengthwise.
2. Equally divide the above
ingredients between the three
sandwiches. Spoon on at least
2-4 tablespoons of the muffaletta mix, depending on taste.
3. Bake at 400 degrees until
cheese melts and meat starts
to turn crisp a little, about 1015 minutes.

Photo courtesy of Chris McGeorge
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Uphold the Constitution: Prosecute Bush
J.B. Sivanich

Opinions & Editorials Editor

Part I of II
The word “crisis” is frequently
being used these days to describe
the state of our nation. Usually this
is used to refer to our economic
situation, but there is another crisis
that is quietly shaking the modern American power structure as
we know it. Many facts of the torture that has occurred in the past
seven years have come to the surface
thanks to investigative journalists
like New Yorker writer Jane Mayer,
who published the definitive book
on the subject, “The Dark Side.”
Facts have also come to light as a
result of the recently released bipartisan report from the Senate Armed
Services Committee headed by Carl
Levin and John McCain.
Politicians and the media elite
are currently arguing about the best
way to deal with these quite grim
revelations. Some are arguing that
the perpetrators need to be brought
to justice, while others argue that we
“need to look to the future instead of
to the past.”
A handful of reporters, however,
are still trying to sell the old hookand-bait about how torture got out
of control due to a few at the bottom
ranks, which is where the responsibility lies.

In a Newsweek cover story
from Jan. 10 titled “Obama’s
Cheney Dilemma,” Stu Taylor and
Evan Thomas write, “It’s likely that
the take-the-gloves-off attitude of
Cheney and his allies filtered down
through the ranks, until untrained
prison guards with sadistic tendencies were making sport with electric
shock. But no direct link has been
reported.”
This is simply not the case.
Many of the techniques that caused
the U.S. so much shame during the
Abu Ghraib scandal — use of dogs,
phobias, mock executions, stress
positions, sleep deprivation, forced
nudity, beatings — were all signed
off by the president.
The Senate report states, “The
abuse of detainees in U.S. custody
cannot simply be attributed to the
actions of ‘a few bad apples’ acting
on their own. The fact is that senior
officials in the United States government solicited information on how
to use aggressive techniques, redefined the law to create the appearance of their legality, and authorized
their use against detainees.”
The soldiers following orders,
like Lynndie England, who was initially sentenced to 16 years in prison, took the fall while President
Bush, who bore responsibility for
approving these measures said that
he was “abhorred” by what occurred
and that “this is not America.”

Others argue that it is only, as
Washington Post columnist David
Ignatius said, “liberal score-settlers,” who want to investigate
Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld, Addington,
Tenet and other architects of the
post-9/11 “enhanced interrogation”
methods — a direct translation of
“Verschärfte Vernehmung” which
is how the Nazis described what
they did during World War II. This
sentiment, which could be used to
describe the majority of opinion
of those in power, comes in two
strands.
The first thought-process states
that administration officials did this
out of a noble intent to protect and
save American lives and because
of this the abuses and negligence
— which they admit led to some
disastrous results — should be overlooked. The argument is and has
been a universal one that has been
used by many to legitimize their
ugly actions.
As Glenn Greenwald, a writer
and blogger for Salon, notes, “Ask
supporters of Fidel Castro why he
imprisoned dissidents and created
a police state and they’ll tell you
— accurately — that he was the
head of a small, defenseless island
situated 90 miles to the South of a
huge, militaristic superpower that

See Constitution on page 8

The Green Scene: Post-Industrial “Recycling”
Jess Vogt
Columnist

In a phone conversation with a
certain company today (whose Web
site lauds the environmental benefits of all the recycled material they
use in making their products), I was
told, “We only accept post-industrial glass. Post-consumer glass is
too contaminated for use in our
product.”
Though their Web site markets
their product as “an effort to be
environmentally conscious” and
“[utilizing] 100-percent recycled
glass products,” the glass they incorporate into their product most likely
has never left the factory production
stream. Is this really recycling?
In all my research about the merits of recycling, this is the one thing
that has come to most frustrate me
— this notion of incorporating a
refuse product that has never left
the factory (because of defects, or
quality control, or whatever) in a
new product and marketing it as
“recycling” is not a misnomer but
blatant green-washing.
Melting down defective glass
bottles to make new glass is not
recycling; it’s something manufac-

turers have always done because
it’s cost effective to use defective,
still pure materials in making new
product instead of mining new raw
materials.
The same goes for paper:
Defective rolls of paper that are
ground up into pulp to make new
paper is the economic action for a
paper plant to take, instead of putting the defective roll into the waste
stream and paying for new wood or
fiber materials to feed the pulper.
These processes are not new;
they’ve been around as long as manufacturing has been. However, the
sudden need to market products
whose manufacturing processes had
not changed at all as “containing
recycled content” began with the
rise of “reduce, reuse, recycle” in the
early-1990s. Unfortunately, the true
meaning of recycling — that centering around the re-using of postconsumer materials — was somehow lost to many manufacturers
who began labeling their products,
which still incorporated the same
amount of post-industrial refuse, as
“recycled.”
With the recent rise of green and
sustainable thinking — called the
“Green Wave” by “Green to Gold”

authors Daniel Esty and Andrew
Winston — the temptation to greenwash consumer products has grown
even greater. “Green washing” refers
to a company’s attempt to market
a product as “green” or “environmentally-friendly” when it may only
be only marginally so, or may only
stereotypically agree with the ideas
of environmental stewardship and
sustainability.
The marketing of any product
as “natural,” “organic,” “recycled” or
“green” is legal as long as the product contains at least some amount
of the marketed ingredients ... as
defined by the company making the
product.
This creates quite the Catch22 for those of us trying to make
sustainable purchases. However,
watch for certification labels, such
as “USDA Certified Organic” or
“Sustainable Forestry Initiative” or
“SmartWood” or even “Contains
50-percent post-consumer recycled
content.”
These labels may not insure 100percent organic materials, or 100percent recycled content, but they at
least have legal definitions by which
manufacturers must comply.
Too bad they just don’t have one
for recycled glass yet.

PHOTO
POLL

Photo poll by Sarah Page

“W hat would
you like to
see Obama
accomplish
in his first
100 days in
office? ”

Just
Give Up.
Lawrence Love with
Erin Campbell Watson

Trivia Romance
Around hour 34, as I watched her
zealously Google the infinite meanings of the word “kremlin,” I thought
to myself, “I really love this girl.”
I’m sure my reasoning had something to do with her usefulness, her
determination and her willingness to
become completely absorbed by what
would otherwise seem to be a pointless task. This realization puzzled
me, however, because I knew for
a fact that she had not showered,
changed clothes, slept or thought of
anything other than useless fun facts
for approximately 34 hours. Under
normal circumstances, I would probably never even notice this girl. Why
can’t I get her out of my head?
--Tempted by a Trivia Tryst
Dear Tempted by a Trivia Tryst,
Don’t worry about your strange
change in taste, and don’t be surprised if you end up making out
on the con steps after fifty glorious
hours Googling together. After hours

Friday, January 30, 2009
of giving yourself over completely to
the completion of an entirely pointless, thankless cause, even the slightest bit of affirmation becomes necessary for fulfillment. For this reason,
trivia romances are, in fact, common.
It’s a phenomenon that trivia masters have observed for years.
Why does spending 50 hours
in a small, confined space with 12
other overtired, odoriferous, cranky
individuals who haven’t showered, changed clothes or given any
thought to personal hygiene or normal behavior standards since some
time during the previous Thursday,
cause them all to become so attractive to you?
Suddenly, the simplest jokes
will become hilarious displays of
superior wit, the smallest gestures
will indicate grand favors done out
of genuine love, and the sweaty,
smelly, three-day-old trivia T-shirt
will instantly begin doing wonders
for their figure.
Some trivia masters have even
been known to spontaneously ask
each other on dates at the end of
the weekend, only to remember
that they find each other physically
repulsive by Monday morning. This
will probably be the case with you
and your new crush. By Monday
morning, you’ll be able to sweep
your awkward infatuation under the
rug, forget the passionate gazes you
shared and remember that being
overtired causes one to act in similar
ways as being drunk: Judgment is
impaired.

Letter to the Editor
Reading last week’s Lawrentian,
I was glad to see the paper was
covering the controversy over the
Big Event Committee’s selection
process. Unfortunately, the article
was surprisingly one-sided and did
little to address student concern
over the committee’s action and
promotion of its meetings.
The viewpoint of students concerned about the committee is not
given space in the story. The only
student quoted is a member of the
committee. The article itself opens
by chastising students concerned
about the committee’s actions for
lacking “good sense.” In an article
about controversy, shouldn’t all
sides of the issue be presented?
Despite the article’s claim that
the meeting was well-publicized,
many of us on campus would surely disagree. Had I known a vote
was going to take place on which
bands we would like to pursue
for the Big Event, I would have
attended. But I do not recall seeing
posters around campus or being
surveyed about my musical tastes
at Downer. Perhaps I don’t live in
the right dorm; perhaps I’m going

to Downer at the wrong time. But
the Facebook groups and “nasty
e-mails” protesting the committee’s
actions should serve as evidence
that I am not alone in this regard.
And while there certainly was confusion over the fact that Third
Eye Blind was merely a top pick,
not a final pick, the fact that this
misinformation took hold among
Lawrentians should serve as further evidence that the level of communication between the Big Event
Committee and the student body is
not effective or sufficient.
On Facebook, and again in this
article, Big Event Committee members seem to have taken the position that students upset with their
actions simply don’t care enough
to participate in the process. This
is clearly not correct, and it is
unhelpful to insult those of us who
were legitimately unaware of the
committee’s activities. It would be
more productive to seek out ways
to improve communication with
students and allow more people to
participate in the process of deciding how to spend our $50,000.
— Patrick Timmons

“I’d like to see him feeeeeed
theeeee worrrrrrld.”
- Ben Ott

“Open all of the hard-to-open
ketchup bottles in the world.”
- Henry “Thumper” Strehlow

“Give green cards to all
Tanzanians.”
- Aneesh Chauhan
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What if? Oprah version

Staff Editorial

Nora Taylor
Columnist

Being Obama's change

Historians and political scientists love to play the “what if game”:
What if Abraham Lincoln hadn’t been
assassinated? What would restoraAcross campus, many students have been caught up in the nationwide excitement of the election
tion have looked like? What if World
of Barack Obama. It is easy to feel inspired by Obama’s words, but translating this enthusiasm into
War II hadn’t started, would the
depression have ended the way it did
action can prove to be more difficult.
and would FDR hold the same place
Community involvement at Lawrence can take many forms. Those who want to help improve
in history he does today? What if the
many aspects of how the University operates can either join LUCC or attend their meetings at 4:30
American Indians had decided not to
p.m. every other Monday in Riverview.
help the pilgrims?
The Volunteer Center offers many opportunities for students to work in a hands-on fashion with
Well, there is a new question for
the greater Appleton community. Whether setting up Lawrentians with students to tutor or notifyall to ponder, and boy is it one for
ing them when a local organization needs help with a special event, the Volunteer Center is a great
the ages: What if Oprah said yes?
resource to have on campus.
Rod Blagojevich made the best
Maintaining a basic political level of activity in keeping updated on current events, informing
use of his trial time this week by
going on the country’s foremost
oneself and developing one’s own opinion seem to be synonymous with a liberal arts education.
political talk show, “Good Morning
The University does a great job of facilitating this by providing all the residence halls with free
America,” and announcing that he
copies of The New York Times, Appleton Post-Crescent and USA Today and by keeping an extensive
had considered giving Obama’s senup-to-date periodical section on the A-level of the library.
ate seat to Oprah Winfrey.
Joining groups like College Republicans, College Democrats, Greenfire and Lawrence University
Blagojevich said, “And then along
Progressive Union of Students, whose focus extends past campus, is a great way to channel this interthe considerations we discussed
est into a larger discussion and action.
whether or not it made any sense,
Maybe the acts that could have the biggest impact are the little ones done every day, whether
she seemed to be someone who had
interacting with peers or contributing to residence hall community.
helped Barack Obama in a significant way to become president. She
It can be easy for students to feel frustrated at their perceived inability to take a bigger part
was obviously someone with a much
in these exciting times, but we encourage them to take steps to enact the change they want to see
broader bully pulpit than other senahowever small those changes may seem.
tors. She probably wouldn’t take it.”
While I’m sure investment bankers would love to be a part of "My
Favorite Things: Bailout Edition" and
participate in a book club dedicated to "Chicken Soup for the Failed
most of my friends have gone to ing up for fifty hours is going to Banker's Soul" I think this is a foolish
Dieter Huneryager
for The Lawrentian
sleep and I am teetering on the brink make a person tired and one should idea for numerous reasons.
of sobriety, I usually develop the therefore stop whining, or worse,
First of all, Oprah is the Queen of
America and is far too busy to add
Last week, I wrote a column for hankering — nay, the hankerin’ — bragging.
One can neither whine nor brag another position to her list. Second,
this paper that was rejected by my for something on which to nosh. Out
of
the
33
weekends
I’m
at
Lawrence
about
having fully participated in she indirectly blamed her weight
editors on the grounds that it contained a gripe about how Kohlerites each year, there’s only one during the Great Midwest Trivia Contest. gain on campaigning for Obama so
smell. Obviously, I was being face- which I know I’ll be able to find food One should only bow one’s head in one can only imagine how much she
shame.
would put on having to be Obama.
tious — Plantz residents are the after 3 a.m.
Generally, I’ll start off by going
most pungent, considering they have
the highest percentage of Connies downstairs or to a nearby residence
(facetious again) — but it puts me in hall and see if any trivia teams have
a predicament. If I am to be forced pizza or lesser foods. This year, I
to censor my observations on people struck it rich on the second floor
who need to shower more often, of Hiett, where there was a layout
then this week’s topic could prove of pizza, chips and pizza. Using my
especially difficult for me to discuss: mastery of both lies and deception,
I pretended to be a trivia player and
Trivia.
All throughout this past week- nabbed a couple slices of cheese and
end, upon entering any residence some Pepsi. To further the illusion,
hall, I was drenched in the stench I asked one of the players if this
of a dozen or so greasy participants was meant for the Brokeman O’Hiett
who had foregone sleeping and bath- team: it turned out not to be, but I
ing in order to take the trivia champi- took it anyway.
Though I love late-night noshing,
onship away from the dynastic Yuai
the
Monday
following trivia weekend
team in spite of the fact that defeating them is virtually impossible. If is generally the most irritating day
your trivia team has caffeine, they in January. It’s the day when trivia
have speed. If your team is forfeiting players either skip class, which is
their social lives for the weekend, the fine by me, or go to class and bitch
Yuais never had a social life to begin the whole time about how they were
with. You just can’t win, so why not too exhausted to do the reading and
how tired they are.
shower?
If one voluntarily chooses to take
In spite of my criticism, I do generally participate in trivia, at least to part in this event, an event whose
some degree, each year. In the dead past winners are only important to
hours of the early morning, when trivia masters and Yuais, then one
should accept the fact that stay-

by Will Muessig

Op-Art

The Compostmodernist: Trivia Edition

Third, Mr. Phil would be even more
jealous. Fourth, oh yeah, Blago’s an
idiot.
There are so many more interesting Illinois-based celebrities to
consider for political appointment.
The obvious choice is Harry Carrey,
and, dear reader, his death is of little
impediment. Will Ferrell isn’t doing
much these days, least of all being
funny — did you see “Step Brothers”?
— he should pretend to be Harry
Carrey pretending to know what he
is doing in the Senate.
Then there’s John Malkovich.
Check out the will power on this
guy — at the age of 16 he lost 70
pounds by only eating Jell-O for two
months. He would no doubt be the
creepiest guy on the Senate, and if
he got caught in some kind of tawdry
Malaysian-hooker in a Poughkeepsie
IHOP scandal, it would be a lot easier to swallow because we kind of
expected it.
And although my final suggestion does not hail from the great
state of Illinois or have much anything to do with it, I like to think he
is at home almost anywhere he goes:
Gary Busey.
Nothing screams bipartisanship like Busey’s creatively named
acronyms — Busy-isms. The best
being, “Freedom: Facing Real Exciting
Energy Developing Out of Miracles.”
And there is more where that came
from.
In the end, Roland Burris is a
fine choice and Blago is bringing
the crazy harder and faster than a
drugged-up Mike Tyson could even
dream of. While Oprah was an outlandish choice, we should give credit
where credit is due — at least he
didn’t consider Pete Wentz.

“Get me a job!”

“Remove me from the black
list and take away my wire
tap.”

- Imtiaz Khan

- David Ranscht

“I want him to repeal Don’t
Ask, Don’t Tell.”
- Arielle Steinberg

“He’s already done it: close
Guantanamo Bay.”
- Claire Hammer

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does
not endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the
masthead.
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LSO transforms chapel with stellar performance
Rebecca Carvalho
for The Lawrentian

The
Lawrence
University
Symphony Orchestra gave a performance in the Memorial Chapel
Saturday, Jan. 24 that will certainly
go down as one of its most memorable presentations.
The students of the Conservatory
of Music are well known for having a
rigorous academic schedule. Most of
them not only take music classes,
but are also deeply engaged with
the liberal arts curriculum as an
important and complementing part
of honing their knowledge.
With these aspects in mind, the
audience might have forgiven a few
minor slip-ups, taking into account
how thinly spread the students are.
However, the orchestra proved that
these things have no effect on their
music, as they gave a stellar exhibition of their talent last weekend.
By 8 p.m. the orchestra was

on stage, ready to go. The audience, formed by students, parents
and professors, filled the balconies
and most of the floor. Before the
eyes of the Lawrence community,
David Becker, conductor and professor of music, started the night off
with “Medea’s Meditation and Dance
of Vengeance, op. 23” by Samuel
Barber, touching the public with its
combination of softness and power.
After the intermission, the guest
artist, Karen Leigh-Post, mezzosoprano and associate professor of
music, performed “Sheherazade for
Voice and Orchestra” by Maurice
Ravel.
“Beautiful!” exclaimed some audience members, struck by what could
only be described as a bright presence on stage. Soft and sentimental,
Leigh-Post’s capacity of expression
was rich in beauty. Full of vitality,
her voice could reach every part of
the Chapel.
The third and last part of the

performance brought “Symphony
No. 8 in G Major, op. 88” by Antonín
Dvorak to the audience, ending
Saturday night with sentimental
strength. A great success, the audience stood up one more time to
applaud.
“The first part combined many
emotions — there were moments of
impact, and others were softer. And
the vocal part was so magical!” said
Brooke Luteyn, a frequent audience
member at the LSO concerts.
The young musicians of the
orchestra already knew that through
the discipline of hours of practicing
they would be able to captivate even
the coldest audience in the world.
But it is clear that they have also
learned another lesson from Becker
and Leigh-Post: Not only discipline,
but passion would transform the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel into a
real temple where music and life
could be worshipped.

Photo by Alex Kohnstamm
Guest artist Karen Leigh-Post dazzled the audience with her performance Saturday night.

Spears’ studio presents scenes from “Figaro”

Elaine at the movies:

Laura Streyle

“Slumdog Millionaire”

Staff Writer

While the soap operas on television may fall short of communicating a sufficiently clean and musical
message to viewers like you, the
talented vocal students of Steven
Spears who performed “A Concert
of Excerpts from Mozart’s ‘Le Nozze
di Figaro’” are much more capable of
performing the task.
The multilayered plot of “Le
Nozze di Figaro,” or “The Marriage
of Figaro,” is comprised of many
things: love, revenge, anxiety and
a teenager’s unbalanced hormones.
In this way, Mozart’s famous opera
does not deviate too much from the
melodramatic soap operas of today.
What sets Mozart’s work apart are
his musical prowess and his ability
to insert playfulness within a dramatic plot.
Sunday’s concert offered another
level of enjoyment for the viewer as

Constitution
continued from page 6
repeatedly tried to overthrow his
government and replace it with
something it preferred ... Iranian
mullahs really do face internal, foreign-funded revolutionary groups
that are violent and which seek to
overthrow them.”
The second, and more popular, argument admits that abuses
were made and laws were broken,
but for the sake of moving the
country forward, the torture legacy
of the past eight years must be
overlooked. This argument may be
the more dangerous one, since it
basically argues that laws can be
ignored.
Article 2 of the 1984 U.N.

Dear TMs,
Thanks!
-Sleepy Lawrentians

Spears served as the informal narrator, casually filling the audience in
on whatever took place in the opera
between the excerpts that the students performed. “Jumping ahead
98 superfluous pages in the score,
we come to Act IV,” he nonchalantly
reported at one point.
“Given the intricate details of
the story, no budget and a set of
15 schedules firmly rooted in the
established life of the Conservatory,
we have achieved a performance
that has elements of recital, opera
performance, script-reading and
rehearsal,” said Spears.
With Nick Towns accompanying
on piano, the singers delivered a
marvelous production.
Figaro, played by senior
Christopher Besch, and Susanna,
played by junior Lara Wasserman,
Acts I and II, and sophomore Audrey
Goodman, Acts III and IV, combined
moments of fluid harmonies with
moments of frustration and harm-

Convention Against Torture, which
was led by Americans, states:
2. No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat
or war, internal political
instability or any other
public emergency, may be
invoked as a justification of
torture.
3. An order from a superior
officer or a public authority
may not be invoked as a
justification of torture.
These treaties are not just
legal niceties that the United
States can do away with when it
is “expedient,” as President Obama
described the excuse; in Article VI,
the Constitution states that “all
Treaties made, or which shall be
made, under the Authority of the

Dear Flu,
Please stay away
from the
southeast side
of campus.

less aggression.
The budding young page,
Cherubino, played by sophomore
Chelsea Melamed, Act I, and senior
Sirgourney Tanner, Acts II and IV,
expressed the flittering passion of
an adolescent heart pining for too
many young ladies.
Seniors Dustin Morris and
Carolyn Grieco played the parts of
Count and Countess Almaviva, a
couple who had to restore their
rocky relationship after many pranks
and arias.
Patrick MacDevitt, James Antony,
Elizabeth Melzer, Becca Shorr and
Stefan Egerstrom also enlivened the
Harper stage with gossip, anxiety,
love interests and foiled plans.
This was a gifted cast of musical flair, fun and charm. Their last
lines of the performance left the
audience with cheerful spirits and
satisfied ears: “This day of torments,
of caprice, of folly, in content and
happiness, only love can end it.”

United States, shall be the supreme
Law of the Land.”
The torture convention also
goes on to state that each individual states will “ensure that all
acts of torture are offences under
its criminal law” which the United
States has done including torture it
in their criminal code.
The process follows that, as
president, it is Barack Obama’s
legal duty and obligation to “preserve, protect and defend the
Constitution of the United States,”
as he swore when taking the Oath
of Office, which includes international treaties as the “supreme
law of the land.” It is, then, his
legal duty to prosecute all those
involved who took part in torture,
without exception.

Fall Term '09,
Why so distant?
-Winter Term '10

Elaine Blum
Staff Writer

When a movie receives mass
attention from talk shows and award
committees, I take a second to consider whether the film is really worth
it. “Slumdog Millionaire” soared into
our collective attention after little
hype or publicity before its release.
Now it enjoys numerous award nominations, wins and high praises. I had
to find out for myself if it is worth its
10 Oscar nominations.
Synopses and previews did not
prepare me for the intensity of this
movie. I was primed for an uplifting
story about what it means to live and
love. Its premise: a teen becomes a
contestant on “Who Wants to be a
Millionaire” in hopes that a girl will
be watching.
Thus, I was surprised by images
of torture, violent religious persecution and child abuse. Thankfully
these intense scenes do not linger
long and the audience is spared
from witnessing excessive violence.
However, consider this fair warning
that there are disturbing and intense
scenes.
And thank goodness for the
spurts of levity intermingled with
these heavy scenes. They remind the
audience that life is not all depression
and struggle. The greatest high of the
film is its concluding Bollywood-style
dance number. This fun, energetic
scene is just the right kind of upper
needed after the film’s intensity.
Perhaps every movie should end with
an energetic dance number.
Another highlight of the film is
its unfailingly upbeat soundtrack.
If “Slumdog” wins no other Oscars
this season — and I predict it will
— it undoubtedly deserves awards

Hey Sunrise.
-Lawrentian
editors

for music. The energetic blend of
Indian and American styles supplements the action onscreen instead of
detracting from it. Both nominated
songs — “Jai Ho” and “O... Saya”
— are well-deserving of the Oscar.
The song “Paper Planes” also
complements the plot by emphasizing developing differences between
brothers Salim and Jamal. Showcasing
the clanging of a cash register and
rhythmic gunshots, the song alludes
to a culture that overvalues money
and force as means to secure what
one wants. In short, the soundtrack
is amazing.
Another artistic complement to
the storyline is the end credits. Each
character is portrayed at three stages
of life and thus three actors comprise each role. In the credits, all
three actors who share one role are
presented simultaneously. This artfully underscores the film’s idea that
no stage in life is more important
than any other — all experiences are
important and formative.
And though its praises are plentiful, I must note one handicap: the
shaky camera. This movie is complex
and at times fast-paced and confusing. The nauseatingly shaky camera
detracts from the enjoyment and
understanding of the film, especially
in the beginning, while the audience
is studiously attempting to orient
themselves within the story.
Even considering the shaky camera, I highly recommend “Slumdog
Millionaire.” It is not a movie that will
be easily forgotten. I withhold judgment on its Best Picture nod until I
screen other nominees. However, it
has guts and emotional pull comparable to past winners “Crash” or
“American Beauty.” “Slumdog” might
sweep the Oscars this year.

Downer,
You apparently
suppress more
than just my
appetite.
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Arts & Entertainment
Andrew Bird “Noble Beast”
Alex Schaaf

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Movies
Friday, January 30
“The Uninvited”
“Taken”
“Shadows”

DVD
Tuesday, February 3
“Zack and Miri Make a Porno”
“The Secret Life of Bees”
“Nick and Norah’s Infinite
Playlist”

Music
Tuesday, February 3

Many things in life come and go.
Relationships, the weather, the quality of Fox’s “24”: these things are
variable and unpredictable.
But some things are constant and
reliable. A prime example: Andrew
Bird. Very few modern musicians
have matched his level of consistency in terms of turning out a
solid release every time he ventures
into the studio. From 2001’s “The
Swimming Hour” to 2007’s “Armchair
Apocrypha,” Bird has maintained a
high level of critical acclaim for
each of his releases while resisting
the temptation
to become more
“commercial” and
“accessible”
as
time goes on.
“Noble Beast,”
his newest offering, proves his
consistency and
then some. Not
only does it prove
he is still capable of releasing albums
that are highly acclaimed by both the
critics and the public, but it shows
that he is still on the upwards arc of
his career, rather than descending
from an unmatchable high. Is “Noble
Beast” his best work yet? That may
be debatable, but it cannot be easily
argued that any other work is objectively, without question, better.
On “Noble Beast,” Bird displays
many of the traits that have gotten
him this far: the pizzicato violin
lines layered over beds of strings,
the whistling, and the imaginative
and thesaurus-defying vocabulary,
while pushing forward and creating
sounds and textures that are new
and unfamiliar to even the most
rabid of Bird fans.
“Oh No” starts off the album
as an instant classic, bringing his
whistling to the front right off the
bat. It is also the catchiest song of
the album, making it an obvious
selection for the first single. Bird
examines the admirable privilege

The Fray
“The Fray”
Bad Plus
“For All I Care”
Two Tongues
“Two Tongues”

Artist Spotlight:
Liam O’Brien

by Kristi Ruff
For as long as he can remember, Liam O’Brien has been interested in music. According to his
parents, he used to ask people to
change the radio station in the car
to something more suited to his
young tastes. The junior composition major began writing music in
third grade, and he started composition lessons at the University
of Milwaukee when he was 12.
His sixth-grade accomplishment
was a medieval-themed orchestra
piece that his teacher encouraged
him to submit, saying, “other kids
want to know that you’re their age
and composing.” So, he applied
to various orchestras to have the
piece played in their children’s
concerts. Reflecting back on this
experience, Liam laughs: “It’s just
really funny.”
O’Brien came to Lawrence to
study composition after visiting
several other conservatory-type
colleges that, omitting names, he
found slightly “stuffy.”
“I felt like if I came here, I
could make my education whatever I wanted it to be. For the most
part, I was right,” he said. You can
check out O’Brien’s music in the
sound design for the upcoming
show “The Pillowman,” at performances by his band, The Sturdy
Beggars, or even at the New Music
symposium coming up in March.
Besides enjoying his extensive influencers including Brian
Eno, Pink Floyd and the Beatles,
O’Brien also likes folk music. To
O’Brien, folk music “is the root of
all music.” During first term after
he found books of old folk tunes
in the library, he would just sit on

Photo by Lindsay Hayward

the porch and play with various
people.
In a short plug for The Sturdy
Beggars, O’Brien mentions their
newest album, “The Saint,” which
he can only describe as “another
experiment.” The band is a hugely
collaborative effort: “I set the feel
and the tonal structure, but they
really contribute the sound.”
O’Brien comes up with words
and melody, and then takes it
to the band — Jake Crowe, Ben
DeCorsey, Collin McCanna and
Wilmer Chan — who “riff[s] off of”
and “freestyle[s]” over it.
McCanna, the drummer of the
group, even makes up the beats
himself as they go along.
True to the definition of a
“sturdy beggar,” an able-bodied
young person who chooses to
roam the countryside rather than
work and is shunned by most,
declared an outlaw by the king and
left to fend for one’s own, O’Brien
doesn’t have “real plans” for when
he graduates. Rather, he’ll be trying his best “not to be homeless,”
though he doesn’t like the idea of a
steady job, either. Lawrence’s minstrel can only confirm that he “will
be making music in some form or
another.”
The Sturdy Beggars offer their
album for free download on their
Web site: http://www.sturdybeggarsmusic.com/

Ghanaian dance workshop takes over Mêlée dance troupe
Jamie Gajewski
Staff Writer

Lisa Hannigan
“Sea Sew”

that children have of being able
to freely and unabashedly express
their emotions out in public, while
the more mature of us are forced to
stifle any emotions we have until we
are alone and in private.
Other highlights include the
more conventional rocker “Fitz and
the Dizzyspells,” the electronic percussion and driving beat of “Not a
Robot, But a Ghost,” and the brooding yet joyous “Masterswarm.”
But one song stands out from the
rest as exceptional, and this is the
10th track, “Anonanimal.” Starting
with his trademark pizzicato loops,
moving into an odd-meter bridge and
going back into a reverb-drenched
finish, the song
gives us Bird at
his best, mixing
clever lyrics with
virtuosic playing.
Speaking of
lyrics, Bird does
not disappoint. He
has said in many
interviews that he
often uses words
more for the
sound of them,
rather than what
they mean. Not
that the songs are devoid of meaning, but the meaning is found later,
after the rhythm and feel of the often
multisyllabic words is processed.
Lines like “From proto-Sanskrit
Minoans to porto-centric Lisboans”
from “Tenuousness” or “I see a sea
anenome/The enemy/see a sea anenome” from “Anonanimal” are lines
that turn off some people that see
Bird as trying too hard to be “literate” and interesting, but it is admirable to see someone take a different
approach to writing lyrics. I’d much
rather hear lines like those than,
say, “Baby, who turned the temperature hotter? / ‘Cause I’m burnin’ up,
burnin’ up for you baby” from a
certain brother-led band.
All in all, it is going to take something outstanding to knock this off
as an early favorite for 2009’s Album
of the Year, especially when paired
with “Useless Creatures,” an instrumental album that he released on the
same day as “Noble Beast.”
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I went to my first ballet class
when I was just two-and-a-halfyears-old. At about age 5, I began to
gravitate towards non-balletic movements while all the other little girls
enjoyed trotting around in pink leotards to sappy music.
At 7-years-old, I was finally old
enough to take my first jazz dance
class. While the turned-in positions
and body isolations baffled the budding prima ballerinas, I had finally
discovered my niche.
Jazz dance is a purely American
art form founded in traditional
African dance movements. While
ballet calls for straight posture and
strict body positions, jazz dance is
grounded, free, sharp and dynamic.
Although jazz dance has evolved
greatly since the advent of both hiphop and contemporary dance, it is
still easy to connect classical jazz
movements with those in traditional
African dances.
Monday, Jan. 26, Nani Agbeli held
a Ghanaian Dance Workshop attended
by members of Mêlée Dance Troupe
as well as other Lawrence students

and faculty. A dance and drumming
instructor from West Africa, Agbeli
has been connected with Lawrence
University for several years through
the Lawrence University Percussion
Ensemble and has offered similar
workshops in the past.
One of the hardest concepts in
African dancing for Western dancers
to grasp is the lowered body position. During the first 15 minutes of
the two-hour class, Agbeli urged us
to lower our bodies while executing
taxing leg movements in tempo with
a live percussion ensemble. As my
dancing neighbors panted around
me, I noticed a blood blister had
already formed on the bottom of
my foot.
The temperature quickly rose
in the crowded multipurpose room,
although it was nothing compared
to the Ghanaian heat. Agbeli taught
two variations that he made us
repeat over and over until our heels,
hips and hunched backs coincided
perfectly with drumbeats, shakers
and bells. According to Agbeli, if
we made mistakes, our movements
were not answering the drums’ calls
correctly.
In the second variation, there

was a section where one person is
supposed to quickly dive beneath
another dancer’s raised leg. While the
workshop attendees’ faces flashed
signs of confusion and horror,

According to
Agbeli, if we
made mistakes,
our movements
were not answering the drums'
calls correctly.
Lawrence students Greg Woodard
and Harjinder Bedi flawlessly demonstrated the movement, and looked
as if they had spent years, not weeks,
at Agbeli’s school.
Last summer, Lawrence students
Woodard, Bedi, Evan Jacobson, and

Reed Flygt journeyed to Ghana to
learn both drumming and dancing
at the school.
Towards the end of the second hour, Agbeli, Bedi and Woodard
performed the complete dance.
Traditionally the dance was only
danced by men and displayed their
pride and prowess during wartime.
By comparing my own awkwardness of dancing foreign movements
on a linoleum floor to the way these
three dancers’ bodies absorbed the
music, it was clear to me that I
would have to experience Ghanaian
culture firsthand in order to dance
like that.
This summer, Agbeli is planning a second annual trip to Ghana
and it is open to the public. While
airline tickets to Ghana are expensive, Agbeli’s trip provides dance
and drumming lessons as well as
cultural excursions from a native’s
perspective.
Agbeli will be returning to
Lawrence University in May for
another performance.
Information about his trip can be
found on his Web site: http://www.
woezo.com/
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Men’s basketball split on weekend

Lawrence University

Matt Hoh

Vikings with a game high 37 points.
Page also pulled down six defensive rebounds. He commented on
In the first game Friday night the his performance, saying, “For me,
men took on Grinnell College and keys to a good game are staying
lost in a heartbreaker when David focused on defense and not allowing
Arseneault made one of his two free inside scores. On offensive it is just
throws with 0.3 seconds left to take to screen and get our shooters open,
the win from the Vikings 101-100.
which will get me in position for
However, the Vikings bounced layups and post touches.”
right back with a 25-point victory
As a team, Lawrence did not take
over Monmouth College Saturday. a single three-point shot. It was the
With the win, the Vikings are 10-5 on strategy they had devised to combat
the season with a record of 6-2 in the the high intensity full-court press for
Midwest Conference.
which Grinnell has become known.
In the loss to Grinnell, the Even without three-point opportuniVikings were not able to stop Bobby ties, Ryan Kroeger finished the game
Long, who finished the game with 35 with 28 points. John Dekker also had
points, 16 of which came from the a good game with 19 points and a
free-throw line. Chris Page led the game high nine rebounds.
Saturday was
a different story
for the Vikings,
as they pounded
Monmouth 9570. Kroeger led
the team with 30
points. Upon asking him what the
keys were to having games like
this, he modestly
replied, “The key
to having a game
like this is the
other four players on the court.
My teammates
saw that I was
shooting well,
and kept screening and passing
me the ball.”
T
h
e
Photo by Matt Hoh Vikings,
holdJohn Dekker works the ball through Grinnell's defense.
ing Monmouth to
Staff Writer

Standings

Photo by Matt Hoh
Jayce Apelgren nets another easy bucket for the Vikes.

47.5 percent from the field and only
28 percent from behind the arc,
dominated the defensive side of the
game. Page played yet another good
game on both sides of the ball racking up seven defensive rebounds and
finishing the game with 17 points
and 10 rebounds.
The Vikings’ next game is against
rival Ripon Red Hawks. Kroeger previewed the game, saying, “The key
against Ripon is going to be our
defensive intensity. We have to come
out with urgency and a mind set that

nobody can score on us.”
As usual, this game should prove
to be a good one, as both teams will
leave everything on the court.
After Wednesday’s game, the
men go on a four-game road trip.
They next return home Feb. 14 when
they take on St. Norbert at 4 p.m. The
games, as usual, are “free and fun.”
Fan attendance also means a lot to
the team; as Page commented, “The
fans make the atmosphere great in
these games and we appreciate all of
their support.”

Lady Vikes blocked out of first win
Tristan Lipe
Staff Writer

Last weekend the Vikings faced
off against Grinnell and Monmouth
at Alexander Gymnasium. The Lady
Vikings were still looking for their
first win going into the weekend
and were hoping to start off the
double-header weekend with a win
over Grinnell.
The Vikings came out strong,
leading 11-1 early. The Vikings continued to lead through the majority
of the game. The ladies played hard
and showed some of the best basketball they have played all season.
The team played tough defense
throughout the first half, holding
Grinnell to only 18 percent shooting from the field. Erin Henzi led
the team with 20 points and 13
rebounds, followed by Laura Aerts
who added 16 points, five steals and
four assists.
The Vikings battled through
Grinnell’s attempts to push the
tempo in the second half, but in
the end the Vikings could not stop
the three-point shooting of Grinnell.
Grinnell crawled back into the game
late and made a three-point field
goal with four seconds left to take a
two-point lead over the Vikings.
Mara Hagopian’s last-second
shot from the half court was blocked
and the Vikings fell in a heartbreaker

59-57.
The ladies had to be drained, both
physically and emotionally, going
into the game against Monmouth.
The Vikings were led once again by
Aerts, with 20 points and six assists,

and Erin Henzi, with 15 points.
Katie Condon is starting to
increase her offensive output, having eight points in each game over
the weekend. The Vikings trailed
Monmouth by seven at the half and

were never able to close the gap.
The final score was 75-55, and the
Vikings are left still looking for their
first win. The Vikings are back in
action over the weekend when they
travel to Carroll, and again Tuesday,
Feb. 3 at St. Norbert.

Hockey

MCHA

O'All

Adrian
Marian
Lawrence
MSOE
Finlandia
Concordia
UM-Crookston
Northland

14-0-0
10-3-1
9-4-1
8-5-1
6-7-1
3-11-0
3-11-0
1-13-0

17-1-1
10-6-3
9-9-1
9-8-2
6-10-1
3-15-1
3-16-0
1-18-0

Men’s Bball

MWC

O'All

9-0
8-0
6-2
7-3
4-5
4-5
3-5
2-7
1-8
0-9

13-3
14-1
10-5
10-6
7-9
5-11
5-9
5-11
3-13
0-16

Women’s Bball MWC

O'All

Carroll
St. Norbert
Lawrence
Grinnell
Illinois College
Lake Forest
Ripon
Monmouth
Beloit
Knox

St. Norbert
Carroll
Beloit
Ripon
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Illinois College
Grinnell
Knox
Lawrence

7-1
7-2
7-2
6-2
5-4
4-4
4-5
2-7
1-8
0-8

11-4
12-4
10-6
9-6
8-8
9-6
9-7
3-13
4-12
0-15

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu, www.
midwestconference.org and
www.mchahockey.com and
are current as of January
28, 2008

GO
VIKES!

Indoor Track competes at Whitewater

Photo by Matt Hoh
Laura Aerts works hard on defense.

H E LP TH E EN V I RONM ENT
Recycle this newspaper!

The men’s and women’s indoor
track teams went to UW-Whitewater
to compete this past weekend. This
was a 12-team struggle for both
teams and the competition was
tough. UW-Whitewater fields a
great team and Carthage was there
as well.
The men opened up the meet
on a strong note, with Ben Hartman
taking 10th place in the 55-meter
dash with a strong time of 6.88,
leaving him outside of the finals by
only two places.
As the meet progressed, the
Lawrence men continued pushing
themselves and recording great
times in events like the 400-meter
dash. In the 3,000-meter run, David
Zane produced a run of 9:45.97,
which was good for 12th place in
the finals.
Lucas Below participated in the
pole vault and took home eigth
place with a jump of 3.66 meters.
In the shot put, Rob Lawson ended
up in 14th with a throw of 12.76
meters. The men ended the meet
well, and look forward to running
and closing out the last month in
a good way.
The women followed the men
and came out strong to open the
meet, with Marva Goodson qualify-

ing for the 55-meter dash finals in
5th place with a time of 7.57.
In the finals, she ran even faster
with a time of 7.51, which pushed
her up to 2nd place. Ali Blegen
ran a strong 400-meter dash time
of 1:06.03, which was good for
an eigth-place finish. Emily Muhs
competed in the 3,000-meter run
and finished in 11:24.93, which
gave her sixth place for the event.
In the 55-meter hurdles,
Madeline Steininger placed fifth
in the preliminaries with a strong
time of 9.60 and moved into fourth
place in the finals. She followed
that up with a second-place finish
in the high jump with a jump of
1.55 meters. The women really got
going when Marva Goodson took
first place in the long jump with a
jump of 5.33 meters and Tatiana
Bulat followed with a seventhplace finish in the triple jump with
a 9.89-meter jump. The women
ended with 37 points and a sixthplace finish.
Both the men’s and women’s
programs head up to Madison this
weekend for the Wisconsin Elite
Invitational Saturday. With another two months to go, things are
looking great for the indoor track
teams.
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Strong swim team
finish at Lake Forest
Kyle Nodarse
Staff Writer

The men’s and women’s swimming and diving programs participated in a double duel this past
weekend down in Lake Forest against
Lake Forest College and Carroll
University.
The women swam strong the
whole day, eventually defeating
Carroll 52-48, though they lost a
close one to Lake Forest 49-53. The
women opened with second- and
fourth-place finishes in the 200meter medley relay with times of
2:19.03 and 2:32.81.
They really got on a roll in the
next event, the 800-meter freestyle,
as Hayley Vatch and Jenna Budde
took first and third. Vatch swam
a 9:43.18 while Budde swam a
10:29.58.
More strong performances
ensued when Sarah Bostrom and
Chrissie Nelson swam into third and
fourth place in the 200-meter freestyle. Diver Jessy Adams picked up

a second-place finish with a total of
169.2 points on the 1-meter dive.
Emily Mohr picked up a second place
finish in the 100-meter freestyle with
a time of 1:07.39, and Becca Hamlyn
followed suit with a second-place
finish in the 100-meter backstroke
in 1:17.05.
Vatch then won the 400-meter
freestyle race in 4:45.43. The women
capped off the meet with a secondplace finish in the 200-meter freestyle relay in 2:06.48.
The men also participated in a
duel meet against Lake Forest and
Carroll, and to their delight, they
ended the weekend undefeated. The
men defeated Carroll University 5932 and followed that with a 54-40
victory over Lake Forest.
The men opened with first- and
third-place finishes in the 200-meter
medley relay with times of 1:58.13
and 2:12.51. Peter Mohr swam a
strong individual race in the 200meter freestyle, taking second place
in 2:15.73.
Collin McCanna followed that

up with a second-place finish of
his own in the 50-meter freestyle in
26.74, while Nick Johnson took first
in the 200-meter individual medley
in 2:27.96.
To follow Johnson’s victory, the
Lawrence men won the next three
events. Tom Smith swam a 1:07.76
in the 100-meter butterfly, Taylor
Brengel swam the 100-meter freestyle in 57.81 and Peter Brengel
swam the 100-meter backstroke in
1:01.36.
The men continued to swim
strongly to close the meet, as Nick
Johnson and Matt Yauch went first
and second in the 100-meter breaststroke. To end the meet, the men’s
team took first and third in the 200meter freestyle relay.
The swimming and diving programs traveled to UW-Oshkosh
Wednesday for a duel meet, and
they head to the Wisconsin Private
College Championships this weekend in order to prepare for the MWC
Championships held at Grinnell in
February.

Torrin's take on a weekend without football
Torrin Thatcher
Staff Writer

I can’t remember the last time
a weekend went by when I failed to
watch any football. Sure, there was a
game on Saturday night — the North
vs. South college game — but I didn’t
waste my time watching a meaningless game like that. That’s like
taking time out to watch the NHL
All-Star game that was played this
past weekend. I didn’t even know
the score until I saw the game-winning goal during the “SportsCenter”
highlights. But never mind all that.
Let’s move on to bigger and better
things.
Duke is once again the topranked team in the country. They
have now been ranked No. 1 more
than any other school since 1998.
The interesting part is that they’ve
only won one championship since
then, and that was in 2001 when they
had Carlos Boozer, Chris Duhon,
Jay Williams, Dahntay Jones, Shane
Battier, Mike Dunleavy Jr. and Reggie
Love. All but one of these stars are
either playing or have played in the
NBA. Who is it?
I’ll give a hint to all you people
who follow politics. He is President
Obama’s personal aide. If you
guessed Dahntay Jones, you’d be
wrong. It is Reggie Love.
After being a two-sport athlete
at Duke and majoring in political

science and public policy, he made
his way up the ladder and earned
a spot in Obama’s office. This just
goes to show that even an athlete
can make it into the White House.
For example, U.K. bookmakers have
offered odds of 1,000/1 that Tiger
Woods will become president of the
United States. But they’ve also given
5,000/1 odds that Bill Clinton and
Monica Lewinsky will marry, so we’ll
just have to wait and see about those
two.
In other Earth-shattering news,
the Yankees have spent more money.
They signed Andy Petitte to a oneyear deal worth up to $12 million.
Umm ... this guy earned his highest ERA last year since 1999, and
he’ll be 37 years old a few months
into the season. I’m guessing the
Yankees are hoping he’ll get over his
woeful shoulder and pitch like Mike
Mussina did last year — I still can’t
believe he retired.
That wraps it up for Yankee
talk, and if you want to catch more
just read Joe Torre’s book due out
next week. In the bits released, Alex
Rodriguez was reportedly known as
“A-Fraud.” You simply have to love
that. That’s like calling Kobe “The
Black Momma,” Allen Iverson “The
Problem” or, my favorite personal
creation, Charles Barkley “The Round
Mound of Buying Another Round.”
The Yankees payroll is now up to
$196.8 million for opening day. To

put that into perspective, I’ll throw
some numbers at you. “Toy Story”
and “Men in Black II” each didn’t
make that much money worldwide
at the box office. “Gladiator” didn’t
hit $190 million and “Million Dollar
Baby” made just over $100 million.
So, what I’m trying to say is,
take ALL that money that this movie
made — which won Best Picture,
Best Director, Best Actress and Best
Supporting Actor, and was adapted
by my boy Paul Haggis — and double
that, and then you’ll see how much,
as of right now, the Yankees are
spending next year for men to play
with a stick and ball. Kind of seems
ridiculous, no?
To wrap this week up, I want to
point out a few things. Michael Redd
is done for the year with an ACL/
MCL injury. Apparently, it was God’s
plan for him. God must have decided
to put Luke Ridnour’s foot there and
take down our leading scorer.
I’ll say it now, and I’ll say it
again: The best thing to come out of
the University of Oregon in Eugene
is Steve Prefontaine, for obvious
reasons. Haloti Ngata, Onterrio “Mr.
Whizzinator” Smith and some physics professors of ours can attempt
to battle it out for a top spot if they
would like. Akili Smith tried to get in
contact with me, but he had a hard
time staying on his feet and finding
me — I tossed him.

Vikes battle Marian in weekend series
Jon Mays
Staff Writer

The Lawrence men’s hockey
team could not continue the scoring
proficiency they displayed last weekend, only scoring one goal over the
weekend series with Marian. That
loss of momentum resulted in a loss
and a tie for the Vikings (9-9-1, 9-4-1
MCHA).
In the first game of the series,
Marian (10-6-1, 10-3-0 MCHA) scored
both a short-handed goal and a
power-play goal in the second period. These goals turned out to be the

only of the game for either team,
and Marian earned the victory 2-0.
The loss snapped a nine-game conference win streak for the Vikings, a
school-record.
The next night the scoring was
just as scarce, but this time Lawrence
scored a goal of their own and tied
the second game of the series. The
tie was the first of the season for
the Vikings. Marian scored halfway
through the first period to take a
1-0 lead. Lawrence came back with
a goal of their own in the second
period when Scott Minarcik scored
his fourth goal of the season. The
assists went to Ben DiMarco and

Corey Garrett. The scoring would
end there for both teams, and each
team could only manage a shot in
overtime.
Neither team was able to capitalize on multiple power-play opportunities as Lawrence went 0-6 and
Marian was 0-3 on the man advantage. One of the power-play opportunities came in overtime for the
Vikings. The shots were essentially
equal in the game with Marian holding the slight edge at 31-30.
The Vikings take the ice again
next weekend when they take the long
bus ride to Minnesota-Crookston.
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Athletes of the Week
by Jeanelle Adams

Nick Jennette
Men’s Hockey
As the season comes near the
end, what are the team’s goals?
Our team goals have stayed
the same all season, and they are
to improve in some way every
day. Whether it’s on or off the ice,
our team has been trying to get
ourselves and each other better
every day.
With a team made up of mostly
underclassmen, how have they
stepped up during this season?
With so many guys that have
never played at the college level
before it was important for them
to get used to the level of play. Our
Photo courtesy of Nick Jennette schedule started off very strong,
playing the reigning national
champions twice in a month, so
this really forced the younger guys to adjust quickly. Because we were
playing such good teams, they didn’t really have a choice but to step their
game up, and they have adjusted very well.
If you could play hockey with something other than a puck, what
would it be? Why?
A tennis ball. Look for me in between the pipes come springtime as
the Street Hockey League, or SHL, enters its second season. People say my
rookie campaign as a goalie will be tough to follow up, but I’ve been doing
plenty of up-downs in the off-season.
Would you rather have the game-winning shot or a momentum-changing defensive stop?
That is tough. Obviously you can’t win without solid defense, and
blocking shots is one of my favorite parts of hockey, but I’m going to have
to say scoring a game winner. There is probably not a better feeling in the
world than scoring a goal in a hockey game, let alone a game winner.
What has been your favorite hockey memory over the past four years,
either on the ice or off?
Either scoring the game winner against MSOE with eight seconds left
on the clock my junior year, with President Beck attending her first-ever
game, or sweeping Finlandia this season, at their rink, with Josh DeSmit
scoring with 0.7 seconds left on the clock in overtime.

Tess Jaeger

Women’s Indoor Track
What is your favorite event in track? Why?
The 4x400-meter relay is my favorite event on the track because it is
the last race — so everyone is watching, [it's] the most intense. It takes
true athletes to run it because it is after all your other events, so it is
everything you have left!
What do you hope to accomplish during the indoor track season?
Right now I’m injured, so I will be competing outdoor, but I hope to
drop some major time in 400 hurdles, hopefully at least three or four
seconds!
What is your usual pre-race warm-up routine? Is there any particular
reason for this routine?
My pre-race warm-up routine consists of running a few laps, sprint
drills, accelerations and stretching. There is a specific set of stretches and
drills I do before a race that is determined by the coach to warm up my
muscles.
How is the team dynamic this year under the supervision of a new
coach?
This year we have brand-new Coach Vic, and he is great! The team is
small, since we have a new coach, but he is pushing us harder than we
have ever been pushed before. I
think the team likes the challenge.
We’ve only had two meets this
season and we’ve already seen
some major improvements. It can
only get better!
Who is your all-time favorite professional runner? Why?
My all-time favorite runner is Ali Blegen because she is
FANTASTIC!
Photo courtesy of Tess Jaeger
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1. “I hate to wake up
sober in Nebraska,” Free
Hot Lunch!
Ah, the grad school years.

2. “Biochem lecture 126-2009,” Dave Hall
I just like to hear myself.

3. “Ekei,” Anna Vissi
A steamy night in Athens.

4. “Hotel California,”
Eagles
Will I ever leave?

The
Lawrentian

What’s on your iPod?
Dr. Dave Hall

5. “Bitchin’ Guy,” Bob
and Tom

Only the best hoosier comedy — no, that is not an oxymoron.

6. “Worried man,”
Kingston Trio
Who, me, worry?

7. “Creole Country,”
Buckwheat Zydeco
New Orleans in April!

8. “An Speic
Seoigheach,” The

Friday, January 30, 2009

Chieftains

Podair

I do love Europe.

Good morning Vietnam! So
HOT!!

9. “La Grange,” ZZ Top
For my swing dancin’.

10. “Roll the Tater,”
Leslie Play Party Group

13. “Can’t Fight
This Feeling,” REO
Speedwagon
Love in a nutshell — for
beer?

Kick-back music.

11. “Sir Roderick, the
Aloof,” Branford Marsalis
Jazz is my favorite.

14. “Get up, Stand up,”
Bob Marley
Ya mon, relaxed.

12. “Imperialism,
American-style,” Jerold
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